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PACIFI

Plan to Attend
Asllomar
During Yuletide

EEKLY

See Little Theatre
Production
"By Candle-light"

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, December 3, I937

Kaleidoscope
By WALTER WRIGHT
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Wesley

Hershey Speaks
At Asilomar Rally

No. II

-

STUDENT OPERETTA DIRECTORS

Cast Chosen for Operetta;
Rehearsals Being Held

The appraisal of America by prom
inent Englishmen has become more
than an amusing and lucrative pas
time. It is a national duty. Last
Annual Conference Activities and
week, in the "New York Times", J.
B. Priestly indulged the prerogative
Advantages Discussed
which he holds by divine right of
being English, and assessed our cul
Over Thirty-five to Take Part in Second Student Musicale;
Wesley Hershey, class of '38 at the University of Californis
ture once more for us. Among other
things he had this to say: "Think of main speaker at the Asilomar rally held Wedn'erf,)
e"entog7nTe
Y "oml
Wednesday evening
in
rooms
at 7 o clock. Motion nicturesS of
nf events at a
• S
Norma Bentley, Erwin Ruff Selected for Leads
the cultural possibilities of the cin at
1Ur
1
Asilomar
in
past
years
were
etna and think how Hollywood has shown. MB. Joyce Dunk.rley, S. C. A. secretory, discussed L VAL™
fallen down It is too far from the activities and discussions which will be held there this
year.
• With the completion of try-outs and selection of the singing roles and
real world of politics, economics, in
Mr. Hershey, who is the men's+—
men s and women s choruses, rehearsals are now being held for Victor
dustry art, religion and philosophy student co-chairman at California,
Herberts famous operetta, "Mile. Modiste". The production is scheduled
In order to make their productions stimulated interest in those who at
for February 17, 18 and 19, with DeMarcus Brown and Dean John Gilchrist
pay the film
companies must turn tended by describing some of the ad
Elliott acting as co-directors for the production.
out something that will amuse a not vantages of going to Asilomar. At
too bright child of 15 "
the convention there will be twelve
~+ Students cast in the singing roles
for the operetta include Virginia
I here s nothing undeserving in any Round-Table discussion groups which
Brown as Fanchette, Margaret
of this. And nothing very new. To are designed to help students think
George as Nanette, Wesley Hull as
such judgments whether they are clearly in order that they may make
First Footman, Harmon Ginn as Sec
made of the movie industry, writing, intelligent decisions on vital ques
ond Footman, Vincent Peck as Third
painting, the radio or whatever, our tions. Each delegate will be expected
Footman, and Russell Aitken as
reaction is typically American and to choose only one discussion group
Fourth Footman.
defensive. We wsftit immediately to and to "stick with it" until the end
of the conference.
Meeting Time Changec
remind the critic of the last four
Nelda Ormiston, Mme. Cecile; Ro
DeMarcus Brown, Director of the Pacific Little Theatre, and John
This is the fifth
co-educational
films of Mr. Paul Muni, of such
bert Harrison, Gaston; Norma BentGa!ton
Farley
Chosen
otudent
Association
Conference
of
/
socially significant productions as
ley, Fifi; Ann Blundell, Marie
o^kfor th! r'th0^ °f the,C°nSerVat0ry' Wh0 wiU act as co-direct- I Some part of the Labor problem
representative college men and wo
hC°mmg PI 0ductl0n
"The Plow That Broke the Plains",
Louise; Erwin Ruff, Capt. Etienne
diste » TV
Victor Herbert's "Mile. Mo- the U. S. today will be the subject at
"The River", "The Spanish Earth",' men from Arizona, California, Ha
De Bouvray; Douglas Taylor, Lieut.
1 I ,S p°Pular operetta is expected to be a worthy successor th<= next Public Affairs Forum Meet
Mary Galton and Erwin Farley •f'
to The Student Prince" given here two years ago.
and of the fact that we make so waii, and Nevada. Last year five
Rene La Motte; and William Ram
mg, according to the Forum sponsors.
have been chosen by a committee as
hundred
and
twenty-six
students
and
sey, Henri De Bouvray.
much of everything in America that
As yet no speaker or discussion lead
faculty members attended the con delegates to the National Student
Two men's debate teams are today
the noteworthy achievements are
|er
has
been
chosen
Seven members of the cast have
Assembly which will be held at
completing their participation in a had previous experience in the "Stud
commonly forgotten in the avalanche ference. 1 he conference begins on
Miami
University
in
Oxford,
Ohio,
The
Public
Affairs
Forum
Com
Sunday,
December
26
and
continues
of mediocrity.
mid-west debate tournament to be
from December 27 until January 1.
through Sunday, January 2.
mittee decided to shift the time for held in Cape Girardeau, Missouri. ent Prince," which was produced
The lamentable thing is not that
They were chosen because of their
the Forum meeting to period on Although the tournament itself does here several years ago. Since the
DISCUSSIONS PLANNED
few efforts of distinction are made,
previous
intercollegiate
experience.
Tuesday, beginning at 12:30 and clos not take place until sometime next initial production of "Mile. Mo
Dr. John Thompson, who will lead
but that once they are made no each morning of the conference in a I his assembly is sponsored by the
ing in time for students with a 1:15 spring, the local squad is today fin diste", this operetta has proven very
popular with American audiences.
theatre owner dares risk his money series of six platform addresses on Y. W. C. A. and the Y. M. C. A. of
class to get there on time. Martin ishing their contribution.
According to Dean Elliott, it should
to show them, and they are thus "What Christianity Means", is a the United States which includes all
I ulich, S. C. A. cabinet member
Four constructive speeches are be prove to be a worthy successor to
withheld from the people who most graduate of Beliot College and Union city, town, and rural Associations.
charged with the Public Affairs For
need to see them and who. create our Theological Seminary and has re Participation in these organizations
um group, emphasized that anyone ing recorded by the College of the "The Student Prince."
national taste.
is
dependent
on
one's
interest
in
should
feel free to eat lunch while Pacific forensics department for use CHORUS CHOSEN
ceived his Ph. D. from Edinburgh
listening
to the speaker or participat at the Invitational Tournament spon
them,
not
on
one's
religious
affilia
Those who have parts in the boys'
University. Each evening there will
Kenny
Stowell
Gives
Peak
Perform
tion.
ing in the discussion. This is to sored by and held at the Southwest chorus are: William Workman, John
ance
be discussions in Merrill Hall. Also
ern
Missouri
State
Teachers'
Col
'Spanish Earth'
accommodate the student with re
The purposes of the Assembly are
a feature of the evenings will be
lege at Cape Girardeau. From 50 Lucas, Richard Briggs, Phil Starr,
stricted lunch time on Tuesday.
By MARTHA PIERCE
community sing for everyone. On twofold. First to pass on the policy
to 100 debate teams are expected to William Finley, Bud Smith, Louis
"The Spanish Earth" ran for two New Year's Eve there will be the for the National Y. W. C. A. and Y.
Some years ago I saw a play called "By Candle-light" with Eugenie WRIGHT LEADS
compete in this tournament, though Ford, Norman Lamb, Louis Morse,
days last week in a theatre which annual World's Student Christian M. C. A. for the next two years and
Leontovich and Alan Mowbray. I remember it as a dull evening in the
the Pacific Student Association of Alvin Liedstrand, and Paul Taylor!
Walter
Wright,
sophomore
at
the
has been abandoned for several Federation Banquet and Dance, fol second, it seeks to unite thinking of
Those in the girls' chorus are:
theatre,
which
was
the
reason
that
I
went
with
a
good
many
doubts
to
College of the Pacific, lead the follow the College of the Pacific and Stock
years. I watched it with fifty
or lowed by the Watch Night Service. the students of the forty-eight states
Ruth Coward, Peggy Breed, Bar
up
discussion
of
the
Sino-Japanese
Pacific
Little
Theatre's
second
production
of
the
season.
The
audience
on
ton
Junior
College
will
not
have
any
sixty others. Whenever the screen The last night's feature will be the on Christian attitudes toward cam
bara Stewart, Helen Arbogast, Bar
Wednesday night liked "By Candle-light", and the fact that I found it crisis. The hour last Tuesday was entries.
showed a bomb bursting in Madrid impressive "Candlelight Service".
pus, radical, international, labor, and
bara Harrison, Claribel Coffman,
devoted to crystallizing the attitu
amusing only in spots is therefore F
'
Instead,
the
recorded
constructive
the noise of the explosion was swal
Students who are interested in modern church problems.
des of the Forum members after both speeches on both affirmative and Alice Tilton, Beverly Miller, Alice
probably a reflection more upon me
lowed by a chorus of catcalls and gaining more insight on the questions
"It is important that Pacific Stu than upon the play. No one would tress, then master as valet, and in a sides had been presented. Wright negative sides of the regular Pi Michaelson, Helen Hall, Minnie
boos which told you that if the pic What Can I as an Individual Do
dent Association be well represented claim for it the power either to stim finale grand finale mistress as maid. had traveled extensively in Japan and Kappa Delta question will be used in Sawyer, and Frances Richardson.
ture was intended to create sympathy About the Problems Which Confront
in the East and that our representa ulate the mind or to stir the heart,
The play is slow in starting, but the Orient, and was able to help the one of the special features of the
The production staff of the com
for the Loyalist cause it was being Christian Students?" and "What
tion be able to interpret to the stu but since it aroused genuine laughter the second act is almost continuously group reach its conclusions from his tournament. Contestants will listen bined music and drama departments
shown to the wrong people.
Does Christianity Mean to Me?" are dents of the S. C. A. the attitudes, (particularly in the second act) it hilarious, and there are three curtains personal experience.
to the constructive speeches and then will consist of DeMarcus Brown, gen
It is ironic that in the effort to urged to sign up. Besides getting in ideas, and findings
of the National certainly fulfills one of the require as good as any one could find in
deliver
a five minute rebuttal speech, eral director and designer of sets;
The point most emphasized by
present a poignant delineation of spiration on these questions, students Assembly" was a statement made by ments (some say the most import modern comedy. I had a feeling that
thus testing effectively their rebuttal Horace I. Brown, musical director;
Wright
and
brought
out
in
discus
warfare, if the emphasis is placed learn to understand themselves bet Joyce Dunkerly, secretary of the S; ant one) of good theatre!
the .cast-were aware of this slow
Frances Bowerman, choral director;
sion and questions afterwards was skill
on carnage, the mass movements and ter ; they make many friends; they C. A.
movement at the beginning, and that
Arthur Farey, business manager; and
Four
local
debaters
participated
in
The play has the typical Viennese it took all of them some time to get the complete solidarity of presentthe clashing of troops, the photo get new ideas for developing their
the project. Louis Sandine and Er John Crabbe, stage manager.
day
Japan.
Even
the
Social
Mass
background
of
casual
lovers
and
un
into the comedy tempo. This was
grapher defeats his own purpose by own local Christian Association; and
faithful wives made popular by particularly noticeable in Vada Ward party is behind anything the Japanese win Farley, the men's varsity record
producing a spectacle that looks as they find God and what the Christian
ed the affirmative, while Gregg PhiSchnitzler. The plot hinges on an who as Marie grew steadily more army wishes to do in Japan.
though it had been built in a Holly faith can mean for their own per
idea which was old in Shakespeare's assured and charming as the play
At least in Walter Wright's opin fer and Martin Pulich recorded their
wood lot. Here the photographer sonal and social living.
day, but which still remains an enter went on. I particularly liked Ken- ion, any aggressive action by a for- negative speeches.
avoids such an effect by focussing
taining
stage device—the theme of neth Stowell in the part of Prince, ei®n country or countries against FUTURE DATES
on the human. The camera traces in
mistaken identity. Indeed Siegfried Rudolf—I thought he made the most Japan would merely serve to press
The second annual Junior College
the disorder of a nation convulsed by
Geyer in "By Candle-light" has so of his lines—and Robert Eley as the her people closer together. Everyone turnament will take place on the
civil war the dynamic movement of
amplified this central idea that he valet gave his always excellent per would then rally enthusiastically to College of the Pacific campus Februhuman and natural forces toward a
has let it do duty for the climax of formance.
The minor characters the aid of the army. In his opinion, ary 10, 11 and 12. This tourna
climax; the defense of a bridge on
each of his three acts, and this very were all too minor to matter much, an economic boycott would mean, ment, sponsored for the first time
the road from Valencia to Madrid.
amplification becomes in a sense the but they all gave adequate support to eventually, an act of war.
last year by the College of the Paci
He knows that the battlefield is not
best comedy of the play: first valet the excellence of the.three principals.
fic, attracted their strong junior col
the scene of a war but the place
Jack Benny's Sunday night Jello
poses as master, then maid as mislege teams from all parts of the
where it comes to a head, and the
Striking an innovation in voca
CLEVER LINES
program grabs top honors among
state.
fighters are not the men with guns
Pacific student radio fans," according
(Editor's Note: Because of mark tional education unduplicated in any
"By Candle-light" was translated
Gassberg Batting for
Then the next tournament for to this year's edition of Dr. Malcom
only, but the men with trowels, ed enthusiasm shown by Pacific other junior college on the Pacific
and adapted by P. G. Wodehouse and
local debaters will be the Linfield In R. Eiselen's annual student radio
spades, and the men working with students at the excellent assembly slope, the Stockton Junior College's
much of it has that quality of slight
vitational Tournament at McMinn- survey. Each student is required to
looms and rivets and typewriters. given recently by the National Tran Technology classes are creating a Farley, Orton, Ritter
Eric
Woods
ly mad hilarity which has come to
ville, Oregon. This tournament, in obtain the entertainment preferences
Ernest Hemmingway, in his com scribers Society for the Blind, it is stir of interest among under-grad
be associated with this author's work.
its 7th or 8th year, will be held Feb of ten people, the results being tabu
mentary urges us to look well at felt that the following letter will be job seekers on the campus.
Attend
Meet
Such lines as "Love is never out of As Publicity Head
ruary 17, 18 and 19. Last year the lated as a class project. Benny re
the faces of these men for whom of interest to all WEEKLY readers.)
The course doesn't attempt to go
season—not like oysters," or the lady
College of the Pacific men's team, tained the lead he held in last year's
war has become as mechanical as
Santa Cruz, California into advanced details of any branch At Los Angeles School who after breakfasting in bed is "un
Eric Woods, Pacific's demon pub Sandine, Farley, and Frisen, won
driving a car, "because it is a face
survey with comparative ease amass
of
industry
or
occupation.
It
is
a
true
to
her
husband
before
lunch,"
November 22, 1937
licity dispenser, has been rendered nine out of eleven debates to take
not quite like any other face that
ing 85 votes to his nearest rival's 41.
semi-vocational in order to give the
or the romance "wrecked on the rock hors de pftime by illness, which has
Mr.
Farley,
Dean
of
Senior
College
fourth place in the tournament.
you will ever see."
Dean Fred L. Farley, Principal of the housing problem," are all gay,
Junior College students who wish to
Charlie MacCarthy's verbal war
College of the Pacific
forced him into confinement at the
Dwayne
Orton,
and
Mr.
Ritter
at
fit
into
a
vocation
immediately
fol
fare with W. C. Fields vaulted him
and
witty,
and
typically
Wodehouse.
Stockton, California
San Francisco hospital. Eric's mala
lowing graduation. The courses are tended the regional conference of the My only objection to the dialogue dy, a recurrence of an asthmatic con
through the air into a surprised radio
Dear Friend,
War Description
audience's respective laps and into
We wish to thank all those at the semi-vocational in oredr to give the Association of American Colleges on was that there weren't enough such dition coupled with the flu, is serious
second place in the radio preference
student a background of fundamen
lines and the arid spaces between enough to keep him out for the rest
Stretching before us are the parch College of the Pacific who had a tals so that he will be able to change October 28, which was held at Occi
roll. Unknown a year ago with the
them seemed all the more barren of the semester.
part
in
making
it
possible
for
our
ed fields of the Spanish earth, which
exception of Vallee's fans, who had
from one occupation to another as dental College in Los Angeles. Sub after such wit.
group
to
appear
before
your
student
Woods was doing a bang-up job
must have water if the men in the
heard the crooner's protege, Bergen's
industry changes. Of paramount in jects discussed at the conference were
No review of "By Candle-light" up to the time he was taken sick,
trenches are to have food. There is body and teachers. Will you also terest to the students taking Tech
nimble wit was as spectacular in its
"Relation of the Liberal Arts College could end without mention of the and he intends to be back on the job
please
convey
thanks
for
us
to
those
Student
officers
of
the
Fresno
the highway over which the food
sudden rise as Major Bowe's Ama
nology is the practical application of
and the guns and the troops must who so liberally gave of their means the occupation and possible source of to the Community" and "The Place beauty of the single set. I thought next semester, health permitting. In State College were guests of the Pa teur Hour in its steady demise.
of Jhe Library in a College." The it as effective as any 1 have ever the interim, Danny Gassberg of cific Student Association at the rally
move. If it is severed the war is that our blind transcribers might jobs.
"Your Hit Parade" ran close third
seen on any stage. It was a charm Stockton, has stepped into the breech for the Fresno game Tuesday, Nov
lost. We see tho warm communal have help. The offerings were as
conference was attended by various
ing background for a play light, and is doing an okay job of pub ember 23. Louis Sandine introduced to Bergen's dummy with 39 votes.
Professors George Eby and Her
life of rustic people, and the throng follows, $15.00 from the College, $59
college presidents and professors.
amusing, and well acted.
licizing C. O. P.
Ralph Taylor, president of the Fresno Always in the public's favor because
ing hordes of the cities. We seen from the offering, and $4.00 in bert Welche are the Technicians
pledges
which
will
come
in
later.
It
Student
Body, who expressed keen of the timeliness of contemporary
directing
the
courses.
The
types
of
the seasoned fighters
at' the front
enthusiasm for the game.
music, Lucky Strike still caters rather
whose lives are keyed to the savage was a happy surprise for us to re technical training that they are of
Mr. Russell Bodley entertained edible music dishes, according to the
pitch of war. From a broadcasting ceive such a liberal response from the fering are, drawing technique, radio
truck eight miles away comes the student body. It shows a spirit of technique, electrical, general, and
with jx piano solo, "Sophisticated interviewed. This particular program
photography technique. They also
Lady", and introduced his police dog, retained the favorable position in the
music of the people, reminding us willingness to help those in need.
After talking it over here at the offer a home training course for wo
Sasho who performed.
that the intimate warm life of the
upper ten programs which it held last
village persists and the fields
will office, we have chosen two books men.
Milton Kwate, Pete Gillespie, and
year.
again be green. We see airplanes in to have transcribed and placed in the
A1
Harkins,
members
of
the
Thurs
The plan of the courses is not just
Fred Allen, starred on Bristolthe sky like a spattering of black library as a gift from the College of to teach science and trade skills, but
day night trio, played several selec
the
Pacific
and
the
Stockton
Junior
beetles, a village street, the side of
tions.
Meyers Sal
Hepatica
program,
to teach something 'of the back
a building crumbling in a flame-shot College, "How to Win Friends and ground in addition to science.
proved
to
be
an
efficient
sedative
to
The
Pacific
Quartet,
consisting
of
chaos of falling stone, and after the Influence People" by Dale Carnegie,
Russell Aitken, Doug Taylor, Har his employers advertising headaches,
Several radio sets have been do
and
"North
to
the
Orient"
by
Anne
smoke has settled the people running
mon Ginn, and Wesley Hull, sang coming in fourth with 31 tallies.
indberg. There are of course sev nated to the Radio Technology class
from the doorways to where the
two numbers.
eral volumes of Braille in each of for study purposes by several of the
Kraft Music Hall, in spite of all its
children had been playing in the
Also present from Fresno were the
these books, so there will be more leading radio and electrical shops in
street. On the farms the old men
two yell leaders and Herb Furtrell, brilliant visiting stars, seemed to have
than two volumes credited to your Stockton. Types of sets, tone qual
are digging ditches to liberate and
just mediocre appeal to Pacificites,
chairman of the rally committee.
college. In transcribing from ink- ity, methods of repairing sets, kinds
disperse over the land the waters of
Mr. J. Leroy Johnston, prominent placing an unenthusiastic fifth place
print into Braille we find that some of circuits, and design and construc
a river fifty miles away.
Stockton attorney, spoke on the ap in the selections. Better take back
books must be divided into two or tion are studied by the class in the
proaching game, emphasizing that to the hills with ye, Robin Burns!
Once more we hear music, beneath three volumes, and even more.
radio laboratory.
the proper mental attitude is neces
it now the grini counterpoint of
Thanking you again for an enjoy
Cooperation is being given to the
The more serious type presenta
sary for winning a football game.
machine guns, and framed in the able visit, we are very sincerely,
Junior College by local merchants.
tion
finds its own in the next three
sights of a howitzer we watch the
National Transcribers Society for The stores donating the sets to the
positions, "One Man's Family" nab
platoons moving across a field. This
the Blind, Inc.
class include: Brandt's Radio Ser
is the climax . . . the single moment
Elsie L. Cooper,
bing sixth place, closely followed by
vice, Bright Spof Electrical Company,
Dean Farley Interviews two
for which all machinery of war is
Executive Secretary,
symphonies. As in last year's
Peffer Music Company, Stockton
the preparation, when "men go out Typed by a blind typist..
vote,
the great American family
Radio Service, Whittie's Radio Ser
Lederer On Train
of a trench in groups of six, five,
vice, John Breuner and Company.
proves to have sufficient appeal to its
four into ultimate lonliness which is
Dean Fred L. Farley, on his return archetype and manages to hold on
called contact. . ."
trip from Los Angeles three weeks to that ever-swaying ladder of pop
Dr Breed Speaks On
This is neither realism nor propa
ago met Francis Lederer and Margo,
ularity.
ganda, though all that the camera
his
bride of two weeks, on the train
Christmas
Vacation
Religion
In
Chapel
Two symphonies fight it out for
registered was real and many were
and had quite a visit with them both.
sent into the streets with the feeling
Mr. Lederer, who spoke on his drive seventh and eighth places, the Stand
"Things I know in Religion" was
There will be no school Friday,
that "something ought to be done." the subject for Dr. Breed's devotion December 17, the Friday before
for world peace here last year, said
Perhaps President Louis Sandine was looking for a favorable sign from the gods (then again perhaps that he was somewhat discouraged ard Symphony Hour totaling 21 votes
Thomas Wolfe has a phrase which al address at Chapel last Tuesday.
Christmas
vacation
because
of he was just looking) as this picture was snapped in the Pacific rooting section by Clarence Compton
about the outlook for peace at the and Ford Sunday Evening Hour 18.
fits. "Fiction is not fact. It is fact Dr. Breed is pastor of the First Con
selected and arranged, and charged gregational Church of Stockton, and Teacher's Institute. Christmas vaca at the fatal Fresno-C. O. P. championship football game Thanksgiving Day at Fresno. After careful present time. He added, however, <( Last in Pacific's "Big Ten" were
with purpose." Mr. Priestly could is a member of the College of the tion will be from December 17 to study by the editors of the Weekly almost everyone in the picture has been identified
keeping
up hope
and was
fem
McGee and Molly" and
vu except
CAVCpL the
UXC 1
vill that
,•<< he was
,
•
*
!VUO ^Fibber
wish for no more.
Pacific faculty.
January 3rd.
behind the pop. bottle. Who is she, Louis?
P.s. Fresno won. ^TkC°ntmUms earnestl>'
his "Camel Caravan" which tied for ninth

Forum Picks
Labor As
Subject

Convention
Delegates
Selected

Debate Team
Will Record
Arguments

Theatre Cast Praised
In Latest Production

Appreciation of

Student Aid

Shown by Blind

NewTechnology
Courses Are
Offered

Eiselen Survey
Discloses

Radio Favorites

resno Students See
Pre-Game Rally

SANDINE SAYS A PRAYER AT FRESNO!

c<fi
"vSl
' 1* frt°
oh

.M

and tenth spots with just 15 votes.

PACIFIC WEEKLY
TOM RIPPEY, Editor

GEORGE BLAUFUSS, Business Manager

JEAN WALCOTT, Society Editor

MARGARET LEFEVER, Desk Editor

PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRIDAY, DECEMBiR 3, 1937
—MILLS

KRIS KRINGLE KOMING

ent result of the recent move on the part of the: S. • •
delegates to the national S. C. A. convention at Oxford,
^Latety9thenPhas ben a tendency on the part of campus organh

zations^o quasi,

TIGER RAG
Ed Note: The following letter was
written by the faculty member who
from an observer's standpmnt.ps
most qualified to pen such ani obser
vation
Dr. Colliver has kept pace
with the Tigers through many seaW,t
sons, watching practice sessions and
games alike. As no- other faculty
Dr. Colliver has
representative,
and sincerity
shown his loyalty
through his interest m the team.

i„,0 which Pacific seems .0 have (alien in recenty«rsis the.p^

C

DORIS WAKEFIELD, Rewrite
BILL BECKER, Sports Editor

ANDREW SHOOK, Feature Editor

MERYL THOMAN, News Editor

AWAKENING FROM THE LETHARGY

EDITORIAL PAGE

„ - d

The Keyhole
NAMES, CHARACTERS AND
PLACES DEPICTED IN THE
FOLLOWING ARE PURELY FIC
TITIOUS AND ARE NOT TO BE
CONFUSED OR CONNECTED
WITH ANY PERSON OR PER.
SONS, LIVING OR DEAD. That's

what you think.
Satie Lite has a new l lame in a
young man from New York -hope
she knows that you can't burn a
<lent s Asswialion conclave which is held each year a, .he va-.ous
Editor Pacific Weekly:
candle
at both ends.
schools in the Pacific coast area. Astlomar has long he
Commentators on the 1937 re
Kay Ote is giving our Prexy a
of the Tigers seem to prefer the h g
tention of S. C. A. members, but that particular convention also
break, or it is vice-versa?
ubrious tone. With some of these
is attended by few national representatives. All in all, Pacific has
the attitude is chronic, others ought
Horace Scope collecting penny lips held little attention in the national spotlight olf
t„ know better. All, in my humble
from three girls in the San Fran
By
BOBBIN
GAY
opinion, are of very short memory
few ideas have been inoculated in the student body government out
cisco to Stockton train Sunday night.
m localized
and speak and write oblivious of the
By Candlelight", the second ma
Dwithle Puth received that long
side of those derived from our immediate neighbors' owi
record.
,
... jor production of Pacific Little Thea awaited for Special Airmail Delivery
Pacific needs
its delegates
delegates in
in national
political developments. Pacific
needs its
Whether the following opinion is tre, opened Wednesday night and
-.>i>
•«
worth anything or not it is set down gave theatre fans one of the most letter.
Pearl Button, why don't you take
with calm deliberation that this year s charming plays yet seen here at Paci
questionably desirable, but also for a fresher, broader acquain
varsity, has been the strongest de fic. Witty dialogue, a striking set, that trip to Sweden with Gunner?
tance with problems of contemporary student bodies other than
A new angle—Hilda Blotz asked
fensively that we have "ever known and clever players make this deli
those in the limited area of the Pacific coast.
at Pacific; furthermore, taking the cious modern comedy a real hit. Bob Elmer Snerp to the Lamb dance, and
season as a whole, the team has made Eley, Vada Ward, and Kenny Stow- Elmer picked up Isador O'Brien on
Pacific, in the other hand, has much which may be of help to
as good a record as any team in ell are seen in the leads, and they the way.
other schools. We have policies and probably organizations, which
former years.
The girls at Manor Hall were
panic you most of "the time Latta
might be an answer to problems of other schools.
What the the facts about the Ross as the Baron roars magnifi shocked to see- a "Peeping Tom" at
schedule ?• First, U. S. C. has had cently, while Faye Lovegren as Lis- their windows . . . but the wolf in
The S C A., established and functioning as it does on the good
one of its strongest aggregations in erl is excellent. Three newcomers cheap clothing came to the rescue.
will and philanthropy of individual beneficence, is faced with the
years as scores with Washington and •fill the other minor rolls—Sibyl
One of the "400" who has been
financial problems of securing the wherewithal to send its two rep
Notre Dame have indicated. They Lords makes her first appearance as entertaining Omeo Mio (he of that
resentatives some 2500 miles. In answer to this problem several
were out to show the fans in the the Baroness; A1 Miller and Max wild Auburn) has given him the air.
first game of the seasofi and with Gobel are two freshman up from the
schemes have been devised. Several churchs are contributing; the
Darnya Prince lias been going
some unusual breaks in their favor Studio Theatre—they play the chauf
faculty will give its time and effort in producing a faculty play
around with a long face ever since
piled up a score. But even in that feur and the waiter respectively and
sometime after Christmas, the proceeds to go to the travelers fund,
defeat the team at no time looked both do nice bits. It's a fast mov the Cal. game. It's about time he
snapped out of it.
bad. In the San Jose game the ing show with lots of fire
and the Executive committee has voted a sum to be given the pro
don t
So Rosebud and the Countess have
Tigers
met
that
team
at
its
peak
but
miss this. See it tonight or Saturday
ject. All of which has very little to do with students themselves.
gone pfft—or have they?
led the Spartans until the last three and you'll "simply love it."
It is well and good for the student body to sit back and allow
or four minutes of play.
Who were the young men who
others to do the work, but by rights it is up to us to back the trip
were cordially asked to vacate the
Against California the Tigers made
Turning from "By Candlelight
the best stand of any team, with the we go downstairs and find Pat Mul Dorm ?
and make it a reality rather than a desirable dream. If your
possible exception of Stanford; mak berry struggling with Dicken s A
Happy Birthday to Barbed Fence.
church is attempting to give to the cause, drop an extra nickle in
ing it necessary for Stub Allison Christmas Carol," in order to be
Omego Phi lock-up at 11:15, too
the plate; when the faculty attempts its thespian talents, see the
to keep his regulars in for three eady the 9th of December for her bad, Mr. Jay Liles.
play and take the heart throb or make her take you; if you're ap
quarters of the game. And the Tigers opening. It's a play that needs no
Isoff Boobnoff celebrating his
had the second string backing up introduction to you—Bob Wooten is fourth week of going steady by
proached on the campus by direct canvas or some other manner,
when the final gun sounded. If any playing the well-known, Scrooge, and
doing a fan dance at Stockton's
give as much as possible.
one can get defeat out of that one, Jimmie Corson makes a lovable
best hostelry.
It's a worthy idea, full of good for Pacific, and one that is easily
well, he gets defeat of course.
Tiny Tim". The Studio Theatre will
Wassa Matta came all the way
If
the
St.
Mary's
game
is
to
be
within grasp. Let's everyone do his bit and give the Bengals a
be Christmasy in spirit—music by
put down in the loss column then "Ye Olde English Carolers" will pro from the Stockton Hotel to Rhyzomia
chance at national recognition and wider acquaintanceship.
seven thousand fans who saw the vide intermissions and a grand back for a drink of water. Hmmm.
Uneeda Foo seems to be taking
game are wrong. Likewise the fel ground for the play itself. A matinee
lows who played on the Saints' team. on Friday for children will be an over Ru eta Mu in a big way—latest
And St. Mary's has been good added feature.
being Blade Pound and Wildcat, not
enough to hold Fordham to a 7 to
to mention Ima Snoop and Our Mail
IT WILL HAPPEN HERE W•
•
•
0 score and Fordham may play in the
Mademoiselle Modiste is east, Thursday.
Rose Bowl on January 1st.
Pennyworth -Tweedmouth has a
and strains were heard during "By
and most likely we'll all be around, to see it. Perhaps this is a
By GLADYS HUGHES
The so-called 'terrible defeat' at Candlelight" rehearsal the other love in every living quarter—on the
foolhardy, fopped-up piece of work. Perhaps it is the doggondest
the hands of the Ramblers doesn't night. Everyone is excited over this campus, aren't you bored?
This week we promised you
bit of true prophesying and writing that you have ever read. But
look quite so terrible when it is re production, and a strong cast, headed
Flatt Tire and Barber went do
something about Romance in the
called that the game followed the St. by Norma Bentley and Erwin Ruff,
read further....
mestic with a fire at Oscar's (in Oak
Modern Manner. By modern man
Mary's "battle of the century", that plus brilliant setting and beautiful
land).
King Football is on his last legs, breathing his ultimate wheezes
ner we do not mean the subject. Love
the Ramblers have a veteran outfit, costumes will make this musical a
Susie Glutz had better watch out, or
doesn't change very much from-cen
for this year. As far as this school is concerned, the old boy
had not been scouted, and had a team sure success. Everyone who saw
tury to century (My, aren't we get
good enough to beat the Stanford "Student Prince" is still discussing that Rhitziee who is in the know
"dispatches" tomorrow in San Diego. When they pull the sheets
ting philosophical), but the manner in
Greys 14 to 0 the week following the it, but from all indications this one will tell all.
over his head, Crown Prince Basketball becomes King. I hat, dear
By DANIEL BOOM
which the writer tells you about it
game with the Tigers.
Someone was saying that WilBy LEE FITTING
will be an even greater triumph for
reader, is throwing another log on the fire. To become explicit.
does. The old romance where the
hemina Whiffleberg is still sparking
I happened to be in Fresno two the college.
OLD?:
on Coliseum Boulevard—"An Old
Cold perspiration was breaking out weeks before the 'great game'. The
In previous football campaigns the C. O. P. gridders have been
Two screwballs (nuts) were stand heroine fainted at least once in every
chapter, and the hero waxed his mus in little beads all over my forehead. town was a unit behind the Bull
on and off, good and bad. They've wended their way unmindful ing on the subway platform waiting
My mistake—did I say three cou Flame Never Dies" ... so they tell
for the next train. One of them was tache every morning and twice on My knees, that had been steady early Dogs and spirit for the Pacific game ples- from "Excursion" were un us.
of the harsh outside world. They've played bigger opponents
holding an open umbrella over his Sundays is gone forever. Nowa in the day, were now shaking with was running high even at that time. able to toss the romantic idea? Well,
And so gentle readers, (both of
more skilled in the art of swineskinning, and lost games that have head. A guard strolled over and days we want vim,. vigor, and vital such rapidity that I could feel the If Fresno had lost that game it
you) we close the bed-time story
I
meant
four—can't
forget
Faye
and
ity in our love stories. They must vibration from them on the floor. would have been just too bad.
seemed inevitable losses, conceded losses. That shouldn't be. tapped the nut on the shoulder.
Please turn your
Howard; seems to be goin' pretty for this week.
be full of action and laughs. No Jaws that had been steady and firm
"Sorry
bud,"
he
said.
"But
you'll
Its certainly very funny but the strong.—The stairs make a swell sweet thoughts away from this filthy
Why should any loss be conceded? Why should any game be
have to close that umbrella. It isn't longer will we allow our heroine to were now beginning to drop. The fact is that outside of Stockton, the rendezvous for stage manager and trash, .keep your minds pure, and
wallow through chapters of grief be feeling in my stomach was such Pacific Tigers are looked upon as a
termed an "inevitable defeat" ? Why should an Orange and Black raining here."
prop girl between scene changes and you, too, can become the life of the
The screwball obliged quietly. The cause her love-affair is turning out that it was indescribable—like the great team; in the conference they sometimes during—Right, Julian?— party I
team have so many consistent "off" years?
wrong.
The
modern
maiden
must
do
feeling of a gnawing and twisting are always the team to beat; more
guard walked away. The nut nudged
New addition to the Ormiston Ran
This season our eleven men tied St. Mary's, played brilliantly
something about the situation, or we demon. Stiffness, mixed with the
his friend.
Home-coming games are played with dall family—what's its name—Ag
brand
her
as
a
"simp",
and
the
au
against California. Also this season, our eleven men were defeat
clammy
and
coldness
of
the
dead,
'Oh, boy," he chuckled. "I sure
them than any other team in Cali nes?—Credit where credit is due;
thor's sales go down and down and was the feeling I felt as I rubbed my
ed by U. S. C. 40-0; lost to San Jose when the game was virtually fooled him that time."
fornia; Mr. Stagg ha.s had phenom Joe Downey, the new electrician for
down.
hands together to break the tension enal success here and is the object
"Yeah?" said the other nut.
won; managed to eke out victories over Nevada and Chico State;
the downstairs theatre certainly earn
How?"
Fully aware of these demands that that had befallen me. Such was my of envy according to national sports
ed the new job—We're all losing
were trounced by a smaller, lighter California Rambler squad;
The first screwball pointed to his you, the reader, make on every love feeling on the morning of November writers.
weight around the theatre—even the
and, finally, were humiliated by a fair Fresno State aggregation. feet.
story, we submit three titles that in 30 as I waited in that never ending
The Pacific Tigers have made
light border—lost about 50 lbs. the
"Can't
you
see?"
he
whispered.
"I
line
of
cinch
receivers.
our
estimation
fill
the
bill
for
mod
Bq
Ah, yes.
steady and consistent growth during other night. How about it, John?
still got my rubbers on."
ern romances. The first of these is
After receiving my cinch noticethe
past
seventeen
years,
and
in
my
Now comes basketball. Last year our varsity cagers lost 14 and
Ann Bridge's "follow-up novel to the (Yes!! I said notice not notices) judgment the California and St.
EJqap I qbert
won 5. This year that record should be improved. Still, here is
This sounds like an oldie to me sensational "Peking Picnic." The I turned to my typewriter to give Marys games of this year were the
but it's certainly silly enough to rate title of the new one is "Illyrian you lucky goos, some more foo to climax to this unprecedented pro
what seems to be happening.
Knoles Rambles
At this season of the year, the
publication here. For years Seth's Spring," and it has a rare delicacy poo about..
gress. Regardless of games won or
PACIFIC IS STANDING STILL1 1 1 1
and
charm
about
it
which
suits
it
good (or good as they come) Earth
wife complained about having to
lost this year's varsity has upheld
Dr. Knoles made his official visit is fairly creeping with nominations
While other institutions are getting out good, hard hitting ball scream at the top of her lungs to admirably to the reader who wishes THE BEST PICTURE
the standard and added glory to the
as the district governor to the Por- for Man-of-the-Year, Woman-of-theto read something with a little more OF THE WEEK
hold
a
conversation
with
him.
Orange and Black.
clubs, Pacific is trying to manage with whatever falls from heaven
pholosophy than the, average love
terville Rotary Club on Tuesday Year, and Movie-of-the-Week-of-the
By unanimous vote, it's TrfE
One night after supper the wife
Geo. H. Colliver.
We win conference championships, it is true. How? Please do
story. It is a story of a woman PRISONER OF ZENDA" Yes
November 16. On the following day Month-of-the-Year. In addition (o
looked up from her sewing to see
not ask that question. Perhaps the heavens above keep watch on her husband reading his newspaper who feels she is losing the love of Sir!! A picture like this cheers one
he visited the Visalia Rotary Club these selections, we have to with
her husband and the confidence of up, makes one believe that there is
stand the regular monthly install
Stockton every'so often.
We don't know if it was the size in the same capacity.
—and holding a brand new ear trum
her children. How she regains both someone in Hollywood who can of the band or if they were holding a
On November 18th, he gave the ments of Man-of-the-Month, Bookpet
to
his
ear.
There
was
a
very
If the College of the Pacific wants to increase gate receipts
and successfully gets herself out of make a picture that suits everyone'
Play-of-the-Mouth,
little competition among themselves annual Thanksgiving address, "Why of-the-Month,
proud look upon his face. The wife
wants to improve its standing in every way, then they must get was overjoyed.
two rather awkward almost-love-af- taste. For excellent and interesting
to see who could play the loudest- Thanksgiving", to the. Berkeley Big Broadcast of 1941-1949 (inch),
fairs makes for fun and romance in Acting in a dual ' r<>le SEE COL
winning ball clubs. If they want winning ball clubs then they
hut they succeeded in keeping awake Chamber of Commerce at the Clare- and Vegetable-of-the-Montli (spin
"Why Seth," she cried, "that's fine large doses.
MAN.
For
•
sheer-unadulterated
the
one-third filed theatre—who, we mont Hotel in Berkeley.
ach). To simplify all this for mS
must get winning ball players—and plenty of them. If they want when did yer get the new ear trum
For the reader who is looking for charm SEE MADELAINE CAR are sure, would have dropped into
readers, Edgar lias lumped the whole
to get winning ball players then they must spread the honey. You pet?"
entertainment only we recommend, ROL. For suave villaining SEE deep slumper had it not been for
mess into a few simple paragraphs
Her man went right on reading his
Have
You
Broken
Away
From
Church?
can't draw a fly with plain water. Give him some inducement and
FAIRBANKS,
JR.
For
pathos,
"Coming 'Round the Mountain" by
the racket they were making.
Hence, you'd better not skip a single
newspaper.
^ utterly honest rto you call
Barbara Webb, the story of the love SEE MARY ASTOR. For tragic
he's yours. Of course, we do not want flies.
We want smart
The show wa? big, yes—but there yourself an agnoctic? Yet you believe in
word
of the following vital article;
"I said, Seth," she asked, in a
villainy, SEE MASEY. They all
*'
you might be missing the Diphthongheady, able ball players, and we want them soon. That will reap louder voice, "when did yer get the affair of a phychiatrist and an artist fill their parts in this picture in a was no variety in the acts. One justice^and the° search Tor^rZ
with a past buried in the Virginia
could find
better entertainment by Jhea
0 -the-Decade—who knows?
«§g
new ear trumpet?"
rewards for the College of the Pacific.
hills. How the phychiatrist helps her way that "just gets you." See this visiting one of the major show
memberS
,
—Edgar Edbert
KST ^
to do lheir own
Still no answer. The woman's face to conquer the past by going back one, IT'S TREMENDOUS.
So, year in, year out, the same thing seems to be happening
houses of that city—take some good
Already 1937 is being hailed t>)'
began to fall.
and
facing
it
is
the
crux
of
the
whole
advice and save your money. If services
1 he football season is mediocre, and the basketball season follows
OUR POINT OF VIEW
ic historians as the year that gave
-"V Sundaf'IS T,Vi,ei,t0 I'tend its
"Wliut's the matter with yer, situation, and it is climaxed "by a ON RECENT PICTURES
you're dumb enough to think you'd Church - 2737 $acffic Avenue. U",tarian
us No Stoop, No Squat, No Squintsuit. Every so seldom a change occurs . . . but very seldom,
Seth?" she screamed. "I'm askin' yer really adequate surprise. The last AND ENTERTAINMENT
like to see it—well go ahead—but
No Conference, No Dice. But aren't
has happened before, it will happen again. Once more it will when yer got thet new ear trumpet?" of our suggestions is "Spotlight" by
take along some cotton for your ears
tie historians being a bit hasty re
In
"A
Damsel
In
Distress"
Astaire
Clarence
Buddington
Kelland.
There
—you'll sleep better.
No result. The farmer went right
happen here. Unless we do something very quickly, it will con
membering only such major events?
on reading. His wife shook her is humor in this story, and a love is not as - good without Rogers, as THE TURN OF THE DIAL
tinue to happen here.
Arent they overlooking the fact tl«t
head, sighed heavily, and stared into story guaranteed to get under the Rogers is without Astaire. Burns and
If you like A1 Jolson—tune him
was filled with sunshine and
toughest skin. What happens when Allen steal the show. But, well, don't
—D. G.
space.
in from 8:30 to 9:00 on Tuesday PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY snow, victories and defeats, actions
the "million-dollar baby" decides to they always?
A moment later, the farmer threw
Tlle Pr°gram is called "AL
"Ebb Tide". It's not bad either.
OUR.MG THE COLLEGERVE« TVA reactlons- debits and creditsdown his paper. He stood up, push assert her independence by singing
Oscar Homolka is swell, you will be JOLSON'S MUSICAL VARIETY
in
a
night
club?
Well,
(to
coin
an
THE PACIFIC STUDENT shine* ^ llquids—as well as sun1 BY
ing his chair back angrily.
entirely new and witty phrase), you sure to like him. Frances Farmer is SHOW".
low T StlOW? All-right, thenASSOCIATION
"Ain't it jest like a woman?" he read the book and find out.
the picture of health—that's the trou
A' Pearce and His Gang will pre
roared at his wife. "Ever since we
month
! "aming lhe one l,est
at the College of the Pacific appears nearer a reality than at any
Month?
Month-of-the-Month
Now, for our weekly announce ble she's too darned healthy—but sent onother half hour of fun and
been married, you've been complaintime for several years. The tremendous increase in enrollment in' 'bout havin' to speak loud. Now ment: Next week we will give those then again she's pretty darned nice. music in "WATCH THE FUN GO FOur^ATES °N ADVERTISING
Orchids
to
Herbert
Marshall
for
Y
over the Columbia network
ist, In a process of elimination
RITE OR SEE MANAGER
brought the Pacific Student Association with the advent of the I go out and by this brand new ear people who read Western stories' a his fine performance of Alan Squires
y from nine till ninehave
i 1,>r°,cess' incidentally),
trumpet—and you won't say a dang break, and give you three of the in "The Petrified Forest," which was thirty
Stockton Junior College was reflected in a sign-up of over fiftyfive word!" . . .
ba
xclu<ied all but the month of
newer saddle-and-spurs epics. Until
h
Acceptance
for
mailing
at specia,
names on the track sheet posted in the gym.
then we bid you a. fond adieu and aired over the Radio Theatre. That r LJSHN F0R "CARAVAN" with
™as October a good
rate of postage provided for in Sec mo!! i
ask you to watch for our Christ guy was really good—in fact he was
bui,>ness?
For
p
For politics?
SteW Erw!«> R is
President Sandine has given assurance that the executive com
a -f
perfect.
the
h'
if
^
She: Do yo think if I had a hus mas survey. You'd be surprised!!!
1103 gC t.°ber 3,. :1917, authorized for Pamficj.
the high spot of the Radio programs
For love?
c
nnttee is ready to turn over the fund designated for track to the band I'd be working in a nite club
i or Tuesday.
October 24, 1924.
THE DISAPPOINTMENT
notion Tl W
.haven"t the
W p r o d u c t i o n ^ %
mar of Athletic Control'as soon as a track coach has been en for 30 bucks a week?
on'y record we have of
OF THE WEEK
Or. i
He:
No!!!
gaged and a schedule started.
you be the only boy in the school to
wh ctC\'S 3 badlv b'urred note
Ntco^fe * Swmg^T
She: Well I have and I do!! play hookey?"
All those who were in the East NY
GOODMAN'S QRCHESTrT
1 I states that the weather in
All that is necessary now is a track coach. Mr. Breeden, the
Bay
during
vacation
and
could
afford
The kid shrugged.
all A • merJca was especially loose
next step seems to be up to you. How about it ?
$3.50 to see Billy Rose's production Jnf1Uh"e'l.been enough hutching
The truant officer grabbed little
n ln this column of ours for
"Aw, live and let live is my motto," "Show of Shows" will know what this
month. and that the
o
f
March
3
,
1879.
moral"""1? t
Quentine's ear.
he replied. "I don't want you to we mean—it was a disappointment—
—G. P.
rek~but weM1 be hack with
Ti S
i!le PepfPnns. suffered,
"Why,"' he asked severely, must lose your job."
at seems t0 be 1937 i"
g a littIe b!t differe"t next
a „
,,
(as we said to begin with).
weeL
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $150
week . . . watch for it-so long
nret A
' S0 t0 sPeak- So, let's
A YEAR.
that, 1937 in
ZTu
just a year,
and prepare for 1938 in a big way
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DAFFY DILL
SO WHAT?
The surprise engagement of Kay
McKibben and Bill Mills was an
nounced at Topsy's Roost while that
couple and their party were cele
brating vacation . . . Bill "Wimpy"
Tretton naively wonders why .Paci
fic has always been located in a town
also supporting a certain type of
state institution, namely, Napa, San
Jose and Stockton . . . Two of
Pacific's roMANcers have given up
their fiancees to the East—the girls
being Rachel Forbes and Carla Ortman . . . Bill (. arlisle entertained his
new and old fraternity brothers in
his cellar following the Thursday
night pledging ... A rapid recov
ery to Charlotte Parker who is un
able to return to Seeopee because
of illness . . . The eleven Rhitzites
who counted gum under the tables
at the Lamb dance . . . CONGRAT
ULATIONS, ALL YOU NEW
FRATERNITY
PLEDGES —
WE'RE SURE YOU'VE JOIN
ED THE BEST HOUSE . . . Foo
Lovegren is holding continual Open
House starting Christmas eve, fol
lowing her parents departure for
foreign shores—want the address?
POME AGAIN

Frats Receive Freshman Team New Club Has
Honored Guests
Many New
Of Mu Zeta Rho Many Plans
Pledges
For Year

SATURDAY, Dec. 4
Geology Field Trip, all day
"Candle-light"
Little Theatre
Alpha Theta Tau Formal
House.

Women's Hall to
Have Formal
Members of Women's Hall will
preside over a semi-formal dance on
Saturday, December 11th, at the
Hotel Wolf.
Miss Jan Wright,
president, is working with her com
mittees to make this an unusual
event.
Miss Peggy Hissem, chairman of
the music committee, has announced
that Del Wescott and his Sophistocates have been engaged to play for
the dancing from nine until one
o'clock.

TUESDAY, Dec. 7
Chorus. Messiah Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00
Mu Zeta Rho Tea
House
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 8
Pi Gamma Mu Lecture

8:00

Alpha Thete Has
Formal Xmas
Dance

STYLE GAZING

Beginning the pre-Christmas social
season on the campus, Alpha Theta
Tau sorority will preside at an in
formal dance tomorrow night at
their home. Carrying out the Holi
day theme, a large Christmas tree
will be the principal decoration for
the dance which is an annual affair.
Del Wescott and Lis Sophisticates
will furnish the music for dancing
from nine until one o'clock.
June Lane is general chairman of
the dance, and will be assisted by
Verna Dunstan and Pat Roberts,
decorations; Bessie Fraser and Bev
Starr, programs; and Betty Flickinger and Rose Lee Rowe, refresh
ments.
Miss Marie Dolman, who is the
house mother, will be the patroness.

With Pes
He deserted all of the Pacific co
eds for a Fresno State girl who
looked very coquettish in a tan
brushed wool coat, mustard colored
rah, rah, hat, and a brown wool
sport dress. She also had on brown
shoes.
The Lambda Theta Phi dance at
the Hotel Stockton last Saturday
evening found the town students
dancing merrily to the strains of
Bob McCormick's music.
Jane Wolf wore a gold brocade
formal with gold slippers, and match
ing flowers in her hair. She was
with Zeke Evans who was dressed in
a tux, being that it was a formal.
Mary Wolf wore a black formal
with gold ornaments and a gold halo
veil. She was with Louis Sandine
looking very swingnee in a tux.
This week I'm turning over the
rest of the column to that well
known style expert from. the, sunny
southland known as Ralph Trembley
who is going to give his impression
of the styles seen on and off the
campus.
That chic columnist and fervent
advocate of formal dress for Sun
day afternoon dinners, Piquant Peg,
was seen style blazing at the Cocoanut Grove (Manteca, not L. A.) with
new model skin colored sandals. (Or
was she barefooted). Well, the style
is Okeh, Peg, but isn't it a little
late in the season for that sort of
thing ?
A new mode in coiffeurs is now
on display atop the dome of Monk
Greenblatt who hasn't been around
to visit Prof. King for a considerable
length of time. The style is a re
action from the Cal. Aggie bobs
seen around the campus and was in
troduced by Zeke Evans, who can
do those things because he is a mu
sician.
. To return to clothes, the rage
spreading northward like the black
plague is the boola-boola jacket with
pipe and hat to match. Its colleg
iate smartness especially recom
mends it for getting into football
games with someone else's student
body card or doing eccentric things
with the excuse that one goes to
college. Hip Ho!

Archania Initiates
Seven Pledges
Alpha Kappa Phi formally initiat
ed seven members Thursday evening
;at the fraternity house. After the
'ceremonial rites the members, new
'and old, adjourned to the home of
Bill Carlile where refreshments
were served. Motion pictures- of the
informal initiation will be shown as
a new feature of the traditional ini
tiation.
Those initiated were Emrys Lloyd,
Dick Bentley, Milt Greenblatt, Jack
Harrell, Ted Norton, John Travail,
and Dave Smith.

Pacific Faculty Speaks
Appearing on County Teachers In
stitute programs during the week of
November 22, were several mem
bers of the Pacific faculty. They
were as follows: Mrs. Marion Pease,
Sacramento County; President T. .C.
Knoles, San Luis Obispo; Mr.
George Eby, Sacramento; Dr. Roy
McCall, San Joaquin County; and

iiations

EXPERT...
Watch & Jewelry
REPAIRING
RIGHTLY PRICED
STUART ERWIN

Counsel For Crime
OTTO KRUGER

RUSSIAN ^
BOOTEES \Wi
It's extraordinary to find this quality
at this price! Fine glove kid ...even:
to the soles. Cuban heels. RED .
BLUE • • • BROWN .. .WHITE . . .
BLACK with matching fur-plush!

GLICK & SON
Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. Main Street

V Genuine Glove Kid

Shoe Department

MONDAY, Dec. 6
A. W. S. Meeting
Anderson Hall, 6:00
Race Relations Meet
"Y" rooms, 3:00
Frosh Club Meet
"Y" rooms, 7:00

mm

Oh, why does not my lover write
I watch and \yait from morn 'til
nite.
And live on in the hopes I mite
Get just one short epistle.
The postman rounds at ten and
four
He cares not that my heart is sore
Nor blows his whistle at my door
He hasn't got a whistle!
PULEEZE
Martin Shearer: "Say, Roy, can
you explain how all these empty bot
tles got into my room?"
Roy Haney: "I'm sure I don't
know—you never bought an empty
bottle in your life."
DAFFY'S LETTER TO S. C.
Dearest Santa Claus—
We really don't want much this
Xmas—Just some news for this dizzy
column, an auto or two, a small
ocean-going yatcht, and most of all
—Santy dear—I would love Kenny
Baker in my Xmas stocking. That's
thirty for tonite.
Luff Mitt Smackers
Daffy.
TODAY'S ETIQUETTE
LESSON
Never wait until you get to the
front door—there is too much safety in numbers.

SCCIAL
C4LENDAC

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Annual Dance To
Be Given

Charm Described
By Speaker
"Charm is not something you really
work for; it comes about by being
sincerely interested in something out
side yourself. To achieve charm you
must completely forget yourself."
Evidently many girls in Pacific de
sire to be charming, because a large
crowd heard these words by the pois
ed and charming secretary of the
Stanford Y. W. C. A. She was the
guest speaker at the last Round-table,
and spoke on a subject which is part
of her everyday life, charm.
Most people, fall into one of four
types. The most popular become the
"star", or the center of attraction.
Some people are "Nero", or the type
which get attention by being nasty.
The more self-conscious girls become
either "clinging vines," the ones that
are dependent on someone for every
thing, or "babies", the term used for
the one who believes he can't do any
thing.
Some people never can have charm.
These are selfish, stubborn, reserved,
overly-bold, inferior feeling, and su
perior feeling people. .
»
"A girl may become charming by
taking stock of herself, frankly re
cognizing faults, and really desiring
to gain characteristics of charm by
becoming interested in every one
else."

Mu Zeta Hostess
To Mothers
Mothers and patronesses of mem
bers and pledges of Mu Zeta Rho
sorority will be guests at tea Tues
day afternoon at the house on the
campus. Invitations have been ex-

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

Tau Kappa Kappa will entertain
next Friday evening at their annual
Christmas dance at their house on
Pacific Avenue.
Miss Betty Anne
Smith is general chairman of the
affair, and she has secured Del Wescott's Sophistocate orchestra.
The house will be decorated in
keeping with the holiday theme with
a Christmas tree forming the prin
cipal decoration. Members of the
house and their escorts will dance
At the first meeting of the Fresno from nine until one o'clock.
Miss Aline Durst, who is the house
District Alumni Club, held in Fresno
on November 22, officers for the com president, is in charge of bids.
ing year were elected. Prentiss Fer
guson '24, of Fresno was elected
president, Viola Zahn '20, of Coalinga was elected vice-president, and
Willard Farr '28, of Madera, was
elected secretary-treasurer.
Flossita Badger '18, a graduate of
Several meetings have been plan
ned by the group for the coming the College of the Pacific will be
year. The possibility of drawing presented in recital in the Century
Tulare and Kings Counties into mem Club Auditorium in San Francisco
on Sunday evening, December 5.
bership was also discussed,
Miss Badger is a soprano, who is
steadily acquiring popularity as a
tended to approximately fifty moth Concert artist. She has been a mem
ers for the affair.
ber of the Royal Opera San Carlo,
Alinde Dohrmann is president of of Naples, the English Ballad Opera,
the house, and she will be assisted in the Chamber Opera Company and
was for five seasons with the San
receiving by Beverly McGhan, who Francisco Opera Company. In addi
is vice-president.
tion she has appeared with several
Jane Wolf is general chairman, symphony orchestras.
and Betty Booth and Hertha Rausch
are on the committee.

Fresno Graduates
Pick Officers

Pacific Alumna
Will Sing

THURSDAY, Dec. 9
Regular Dance
Gym, 7:00-8:00
Public Affairs Forum
Anderson Hall, 3:00
FRIDAY, Dec. 10
Epsilon Football Dinner
House
Messiah Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00
Men's Hall Dance
Men's Hall.

Women Students
Will Have First
Meeting Monday
Associated Women Students of the
Pacific Student Association will meet
from seven until eight-thirty Mon
day night in the Y rooms with Julianne Ralston presiding.
This will be the first in a series of
meetings scheduled, others set for
February 21st, March 14th, and May
9th.
Janet Cole, vice-president of the
A. W. S., has arranged the pro
gram. Alpha Theta Tau will provide
a reading and refreshments. Epsilon
Lambda Simga will contribute two
musical numbers.
Dean Opal Berg is faculty advisor
for the group, and all girls are urged
to attend.

Epsilon to Honor
Fathers
Fathers of members and pledges
of Epsilon Lambda Sigma will be
guests of honor at a 6:15 dinner
at the sorority house on the campus
tonight. Marguerite Etzel is gen
eral chairman of the affair.
Helen Baer, Dickie Jacobs, and
Carolyn Rector are planning an orig
inal program to follow the dinner.
Kay King and Doris Macklin are
arranging decorations for the event.
Dancing will be the concluding
feature of the evening for those who
care to remain at the house; other
girls are planning to attend the pre
sentation of "By Candlelight" with
their fathers.

LATEST STYLES
In Dresses and Hats
Like Henry Ford—
We sell for small profits
We want to make only one
dollar on

Dresses and fifty

cents on Hats. The rest of
the profit is yours.

MYLITTLESHOP
310 W. Harding Way
Telephone 3764"

Evening Bags

'DISTINCTIVE
INCORPORATED

Telephone 510O
Stockton, California
Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

CORSAGES"

BURTON OLMSTEAD
Campus Representative
109 N. Sutter

Phone 652

Mesh
Rhinestone
Gold
REASONABLY PRICED

Mezzanine Floor

Katten i Marenao Inc.

Phi Sigma Dinner
Little Gypsy Tea Room

JEWELERS

The freshness of the day —the fragrance of the night —
the charms of simplicity — the claims of sophistication
— all these Elizabeth Arden has caught and blended in
her inimitable Night and Day perfume.
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C. 0. P. Gridmen
Bulldogs Burst Tiger Grid
Title Bubble At Fresno
Raisin Pickers Cop
GRID SEASON ENDS
Long about now, as the autumn
Shadows close over another hectic

Pacific Tigerlets

ALL-FAR WESTERN Close With
CONFERENCE SELECTIONS
Marines
FIRST TEAM
.
Redden, Cal. Aggtes
Alexander, Fresno
Radka, Fresno
Berukoff, Fresno
Silva, PacificO Hare, Pacific
McKinnon, Nevada Gleason, Fresno, (Capt.)....
Heeb Fresno
,
Grubbs, Nevada.
Martinovich, Pacific

SECOND TEAM
SR rellini, Fresno
0

E

pacific

Tulloch, Pacific
Roehler, Pacific
Domoto, Fresno
West fall, Cal. Aggies
Swagerty, Pacific
Rolenborn, Chico
George, Pacific
"' Holbrook, Fresno
^ Cal Aggies
g
v

Varsity Cagers Open
Season Dec. 11

Tigers End Season
at San Diego

PrpnarinK for the season opentr
with the Alumni Saturday, December
, „ hrieht finish on
U Pacific's Varsity cagers swln?
Striving to put a
embattled
gridiron season, we'll bet .Amos
head that ...
wears
(matron
. |i Un
uuhas) resti> ti,c *•*
into full practice Monday, wift
rlddc
Alonzo Stagg is wondering why he ^ crovvn> but Pacific s 8
"
hitherto absent footballers comple,.
ever invented the forward pass in I ilOll L nave
bout that
old
haye tQ
worry a—iu
,
.
i
t
. Sam's v„,,,edI
„
1the ranks. For almost a month,
•
I maxim now. The Tigers
'I': .... handed
liannPfl OVC1
the first place.
I
ine ngcB
,
a squad of a dozen men has beer,
Diego tomorrow a£tern°hedule for
Playing a post-schedule contest at
Never has a brain-child backfired the Far-Westcrn Conlerence titular
forking
out daily, and with the «lr;
of
a
ten-^^ton
threethe last
and turned Frankenstein as ^ bonnet to Fresno Slate on Ihanks- Roseville as their last game of the
of the grid season, the real work
the Staggmen, who hav
"Double A's" pet creation this tall. I giving Day, wlien they bowed to tne season, the Tiger Frosh eleven went
Observe above ^c^y^THE will get under way next wee
lost five, tied one to da£e'
the
F
down to a bitter 6-0 defeat Nov. 19
Starting with the very first game j bulldogs, 20-0.
In
the
San
Diego
Sea
o^
The Alumni game will be the hrsi
at Southeni California, the opposiHONORABLE MENTION: Ends: Hedges, Pacific; Eales,
The decisive victory was scored at the hands of Placer J. C. It was
Tigers are taking on o
of
a torrid 19 or 20 game schedul,
rc
c
the
Cub's
seventh
fray
of
the
year,
tion proceeded to pass the 8 >" I, J
12,000 rabid Homecoming
ae_ -- . _ Day
Aggies; Andrews, Fresno; Basta, Nevada. Tackles,
passing teams on je —" leading
land with only a week to whip h,
haired mentor
backfield- men- |I ranc who witnessed.1 «Bradshaw
L>—AcUiw«;s the largest number any Orange and
menior and
ouu his ^
y
P
Pete
on
inor, Aggies; Morris, Fresno. Guard:
" ' , I
Marines hold vieto
charges into working older, Ralph
':heM
Caiifornia
dizzy. Practically every opponent
.
the Stagginen into the Black yearling squad has ever played.
have to Mark
Mer par.
C e n t e r : M c W i l l i a m s , P a c i f i c ; D e l g a d o , C h i c o .
a c s
.
'
leams in the ^°utlier" ^
Dieg0
Francis, head basket ball mentor, has
The tussle was thick with penalties
gained at will on the Tigers through
^ gain revenge for the
Beck and call ot
and Kientz, Pacific; Stoddard and Lawless, Fresno, Gardiner,
Conference, notably ov
a real job on his hands. Having ten.
the air this year, and the payo
shellacing of last year. Although and hard fought to the final gun.
sons.
State. Several weeks ago t y
Aggies; Eaton, Nevada.
tativelv lined up a first string Co*
came on Thanksgiving Day when
fresno.g threc touchdowns The only score came early in the
« S«e
t|ed , 7.7 ,i« w..h S»
si sting of M. Parsons and Rtppo,
Fresno took to the ozone to route
^ Jcorcd through the line, passes first frame when McQuellan, Placer
Which team nosed out Baa
^
Pacific and grab the Far Westcri I ^ directly responsible for all the half, skirted end for the tally. The
at forwards, Dunlap at center Kn1Ve.
in the season 12-7. Fast
rest
of
the
game
was
an
up
and
ton and Doyle, guards, Coach I ran.
l
e
t' ' , scores.
I eathernecks were bested by Oregc» ,
battle, with Jim's Jiggers
The burden that this chronic weakcis will probably test the team in,
Ule down
24
7
in
a
game
which
was
much
ness on pass defense placed on the
lhe Raisin Utyites
^ when threatening continually, but not quite
practice skirmish with the Kyi,
closer than the score indicates.
cashing in. Best opportunity came
Steelmen on Tuesday.
Chief
cogs
in
the
Marine
aenal
at the conclusion 'of the first half,
PROMISING TEAM
attack are Jimmie Crouch, former
when the gun sounded with the Ti
Footballers who will he starting
Alabama star, and Jac
,iifr:ous
gerlets on the Placer one-yard line.
Both can pitch the pigskin prodigious
basketball work Monday are Avery
The loss left the Bengal Babes with
distances and with deadly accuracy ^ Thirty
other team tor that matter, has had Fresno tally «mc m the
a refiord of three wins and four de
£ and Koehler, lcttermen cage vets, and
Crouch holds the record for the
so nianv expert blind-mans buff period when fullback i J
Soper and McWilliams, Frosh star;
feats for the fall program. They
Cub
hoop
sq
dsen Frosh mentor,
longest completed pass of the season
?aye» in on/backfield
Uffaed ,$3took the Cal. Aggie Frosh twice, 6-0
last season. Bob Adamma, anoth(!
undet
ins
^
opening
game
thus far with a 72-yard touchdown
And so it's bye-bye championship yard line. Bou
soph prospect reported foi practic
and 13-0, and Salinas J. C., 14-6.
'til next year-it there's a next year, made by bturgill.
" n E ' S E l c ' . U s b n r " - this week, having definitely given u,
heave.
Besides Placer J. C., teams to turn
Pacifiic may be out of the Far West- BENGALS BOG DOWN
By BILL BECKER
rTpTr LEATHERNECK VETS
the tables on the Corsonites were
football for the year.
ern Conference next fall it the inThe Tigers did not threaten sei- San Mateo J. C., Fresno Frosh and
Once
after the
manner of all true football
bugs,^
jn addition to powerful pitching. linunary—
tor
The squad shapes us as a well-ba!
Unce again,
again, aner
mc maunc*
~ the^ ^ ^ ^
tended reorganization
plans go lQUSjy at any time. Their farthest San Jose Frosh, respective scores be WEEKLY sports staff has gone into a huddle and emerged w
1
the Devildogs boast a strong, veteran
anced outfit of vets,-sophs and nev,.
"Swing
already
reduced
the:
or«through, bringing Whittier, San advance Was at the start of the ing 20-0, 12-7, 13-0.
arc pleased to call the semi-official All-Far Western Conference Srldl™ line composed almost entirely of excomers.
Five lettermen, Koehler
Diego State and Santa Barbara into second quarter when they reached
selections for 1937. (While not OFFICIAL, we feel that they 11 do mighty collegiate gridsters, and they are
Avery, Kniveton, M. Parsons, and
GOOD
PROSPECTS
the league. The Conference meeting [hc Bulldogs' 27, only to lose the
capable of generating a formidable
ICeeble form a strong nucleus, while
Despite this so-so record, many well until the real McCoy traipses*
in San Francisco next weekend will lcathcr on Toby Heeb's interception
running attack upon occasion. How
Martinovich,
C.
O.
P.'s
Iron
Mike,
Doyle, McWilliams, Soper, Dahi
yearling gridders showed definite aong.).
decide the future course of Pacific I j Qeorge's toss,
was the best line-backer and blocker ever, it is reasonably certain, in view
Adamina are the Frosh flashes of a
promise.
Outstanding
prospects
de
These selections' are based upon in the league, the heart and soul ot of Pacific's weakness on pass de to twenty men by Chriatmtu
gridiron policy.
^ ^ third £rame> the Bengal
"We're not expecting another sea year ago who are out to extend the
Fresno is very hot for t ie idea oi
rolling with Ernrys veloped from the ranks of the 1937 personal observations qf the staff, the strong Bengal ground defense. fense, that the Marines will concen
dropping Chico and probably the Ag- •
However, neophytes include two fine passers and are the result of careful consul The Tiger fullback is the only re trate on aerial bombardment
son like last year," staded Coach veterans to the limit. Rounding on'
carrying the mail.
gies from the loop, and .iddmg thc\^dv^ ^ ^ and runners, Emil Seifert of Dixon tation with players, coaches, officials peater" from last year on the allKjeldsen, when put to the query, but the squad are members of the 1936-3
Twenty-seven
players
plus
Coach
and Bert McElroy of Upper Lake. and sports writers.
"Blacks" or B team, Pat Dunlap
atorementioncd trio
lhe Bulldo®.
Staggmcn
on
the
Fresno
there
are signs of ability on t us
ch o£ lhe
league team. His value to Pacific Stagg and Frances, Trainer Bob
These
two
lads
should
help
the
var
Park Wilson, Lloyd Hoffman, Fran
t0
cb
claim they are losing
° m"
m md they never came close the
was every bit as great as Gleason s Breeden, Manager Paul Lutz, en squad, and we may do pretty well
sity in '38, as should the educated BULLDOGS DOMINATE
A complete newcomer
moncv ol&vinK the smaller northern I •
.
have to cis Finney.
(This
year's
Cub
team
will
to
Fresno,
although
Martinovich
trained
for
the
southland
yesterday
Choosing the All-Far-Western
toe of Tommy Olaeta, the Lovelock,
3s. and the proposed face-lifting rest of the afternoon,
and a promising addition to the team
go
some,
to
equal
the
recoi
<
o
ie
lacked
the
offensive
versatility
of
the
afternoon at 1:30. The boys will
would give them better rivals and
Fresno's defense, spearheaded by Nev., punting ace. Another back of Conference team was not as tough
Bulldog ace, who punted, passed and spend several hours at Barstow and Tigerlets of last season, who copped is Paul Rippon, a junior forward.
better gates. But where would Paci- A1 Kadka, keen line-backer, was as note is stocky Doug Vieira of Pitts this year as it was in 1936, when on
The added height given this year,
ran, in addition to blocking for loby other desert way-stations, as well as 18 out of 19 games played!)
fic come in? The schools Fresno effective as its offense was decep- burg, who specializes on making con the whole the teams were more
Some reason for optimism may squad by Sophomore Bud Doyle, 6.3,
dipping down below the border to in
evenly matched and any number of Heeb, the Fresno will-o'-the-wisp.
wants to bring into the conference tive. The Bulldogs intercepted three versions and pass receptions.
Heeb, also is an all-conference vestigate the mysteries of Tia Juana. be found in the presence of such and Pat Dunlap, 6-2 Missouriar,
are not in a position to make long passes, completed four of their own
Most of the linemen who will come excellent football players roamed the cinch. The trickiest and perhaps
conference
gridirons.
1
his
year,
The players making the trip include prospects as Charles "Bull" Durham should make the Bengals a bigger
northern trips financially sound for |for long gains and stopped practi- up are small but have plenty of fight
league play was dominated by the fleetest halfback in the league, Heeb ends Swagerty, Hedges, Keithley, a big center from Licking, Mo., and
cally
everything
thrown
at
them
in
and cleverness. Such men as Fine,
c. O. P. •
•
was a threat at all times. His punt- Rippey, B. Parsons; tackles O'Hare, Paul Bishop, smooth-working for threat off the backboards, where tie
When we were down in Fresno the way of a running attack. It was Ivey, Piccardo, Haycock and Collet flashy Fresno powerhouse, which
returning
and passing were without Grubbs, Avery, Campbell; guards ward from Oakland. Footballers out team was not strong last year. These
romped
through
four
conference
op
Turkey Day, we discovered how anx a case of the Fresno line outcharging are above average and should figure
ponents, scoring 125 points to their peer, and his team spirit was absolute Silva, Tulloch, Harrell,. Green; cen for basket ball and who look prom two rate as the best ball-hawkers
ious Fresnans were to reorganize the the Pacific forwards, and carrying in the varsity scheme next year.
.
.
rival's 15. Fresno's Bulldogs were 'tops."
ters Koehler, McWilliams; backs ising are Doug Vieira and Howie on the club and fit in well with t!
league. Under the existing circum the fight to the Tigers.
The only other unanimous choice Martinovich, George, Siegfried, So Foss.
as much a standout eleven in 1937
stances, we believe that Pacific will SUCH A BUSINESS!
as were Pacific's Bengals last season, on the first team is A1 Radka, Fres per, Alexander, Lloyd, Kientz, Bralye,
With another week of practice be fast passing, quick-breaking play o
ALMOST CERTAINLY be forced
Nevertheless, the defensive work
and that fact is substantiated by the no's sturdy guard. This man, next Riveira, Trembley, Bonnifield, Bent- hind them, the Freshman cagers the two-year stars Mick Parsons and
to go independent next season (which
| of Pacific's line might have been
Conference Honor Roll, listed above. to Martinovich was the best line
should begin to "show their spots Hal Kniveton. The last two main
might not be such a bad break at
sufficient
to
prevent
Fresno
from
Last year six backer in the circuit, and his work ley.
and the Oakdale Hi affair will serve stays seem set for their biggest yea:
that; look at San Jose). Keep an
LAST
APPEARANCES
Bengals were plac on offense was comparable to that of
eye on that clam-bake in San Fran- scoring, had he backheld done its
to give a slant on where this year's
For twelve Tigers, the Marine
and have been going great guns it
ed on the first All- the All-Star guards of 1936, Gordy
Cisco next week. It will have an im-Part on pass defense. It took GleaBengal Babe basket ball crew is
Ralph Francis, after spending
game
will
call
a
halt
to
collegiate
Conference team. Johnson of Pacific and Ernie Jornortant bearing on the future of wn four whacks to score from the
early practice sessions.
gridiron exploits. The dozen who headed.
This fall no less gensen of Fresno.
Padfic athletic/
3 yard line after a flat pass from Thanksgiving week at the Dameron
Hospital,
is
up
and
very
much
around
Hceb t0
are bowing out of the Pacific foot
than five Fresnans REST OF TEAM
Annum THOCF
rACFRS
was good for 30
ABOUT
THOSE CAGERS
|YARDS ANDGleason
THE TOUCHDOWN SET_UP. his football and basket ball squads
ball picture: Keithley, Reppey, Par
rate the top spots
Looking
over
the
selections,
we
—C—.
|Likewise, a 17 yard pass figured these days. Not suffering from the
on the league hon find Redden of the Aggies and Mc sons, Avery, O'Hare, Campbell, Silva,
ready. What with the Benga gnd-K
, in the scoring of the third flu, as originally believed, Coach
orary squad. Led Kinnon of Nevada are the cream of Green Martinovich, George, Alex
ders still having to land the Marines sjx.master>
Most flagrant
negli- Francis was treated for a kidney ail
by Captain Kenny a good end-crop. Redden was tliel ander and Bralye.
and all this talk of Roses, Sugar,
ce on
art Qf Q q p backs came ment, sustained from previous auto
Gleason, the finest finest pass receiver in the confer
Coaches Stagg and Francis pre
1
Cotton and Oranges Bowling us over, °
- mobile accidents.
on second score, which found Holall-around back in ence, while McKinnon, the Nevada paring the Bengal's for a grand finale,
we almost lost sight of the ,impendConsiderably improved, Ralph
brook taking a 40 yard heave from
the conference this captain, was the best defensive flank- stressed pass defense and attempted
ing cage ,seas°nkT " Lawless on the goal line, right out accompanying the gridders to San
season, the Bull
man in the conference. Just a shade to smooth out the running attack
upped and knocked us right between
,
the han<Js of A
George and A1 Diego for
the Marine clash, will
dog stellar continbehind these two were Clem Swag earlier this week. Everyone on the
the optics. So we moseyed out to £
start intensive drill with his varsify W
gent numbers on erty, Pacific's fighting
terminal squad, Clem Swagerty excepted,
the old rambleshack called the Gym
hoopmen Monday.
<
p.
572. VA
the first team such
and grabbed a couple of squints at
The Bengals played good ball in
guardian, who was the best end came out of the Fresno game un
men as Toby Heeb, Halbert Alex under punts, and Rosellini of Fresno, scathed. The San Jose flash caved
the prospective Varsity hoopsters ... the first quarter, but after that there
ander, A1 Radka and Esey Berukoff.
a couple of ribs and will not see ac
And believe you, mc, we got more was little doubt that the conference
an all-around "toughi'e."
Other schools represented on the
in the eyes than we ever did eating title was due to change possession, Banchio Intramural
At tackles, Alexander of Fresno tion unless there is urgent need for
first team are Pacific, conference
s* -a
1
grapefruit.
Fresno piled up 11 firstdowns and
and O'Hare of Pacific were the only his smashing services.
runners-up, who placed three men,
The quintette hogging the major 226 yards from scrimmage to Pa- Singles Champion
outstanding men. Both played good,
Martinovich, Silva and O'Hare; Nepart of the practice spotlight con-1 cific's 5 and 101. Heeb led all groundhard football and were mainstays irj
F'rancis
Banchio,
freshman,
is
the
ada,
which
lands
McKinnon
at
end
V
Completing the
sisted of Mick Parsons and Paul gainers with 58 yards in 11 tries, an
the two best lines in the conference.
nll-star
backfield
Rippon, a good looking newcomer, average of 5.3 Lloyd was the best new intramural tennis singles title and Bill Grubbs at half; and the For second team consideration, Irwin
jw i t h
Gleason,
at forwards; Pat Dunlap of the Mis- Tiger back with a 3.1 for 11 carries, holder. The former Stockton Hi California Aggies, whose lone place Grubbs of C. O. P. and Westfall
netter boosted the Class of '41 into goes t'o end Ivan Redden
Chico
Martinovich a n d
souri Dunlaps, suh, playing center,
Standout performers in the Fresno the thick of the inter-class conten
of the Aggies rate the nod over a
Hceb,
is
Bill
and Hal Kniveton and Bud Doyle aMvictory were Capt. Kenny Gleason, tion by defeating Sophomore Mc- is the only conference school not mediocre field.
represented on the first string.
Grubbs of Nevada,
the backposts. Now there was a 1 who showed class in every phase of Bride in the final round of the sin
Aside from Radka at guard, the
h hard running
FOUR CINCH PICKS
team—AND IS a team that should p|ay. foby Heeb, fastest man on the
best next-to-the-center men in the
gles tournament by the decisive mar
hack who was a
cope on even terms with the tougl I
; Holbrook and Radka.
Several
players
stood
shoulders
loop
were
Doug
Silva
and
Jack
Tul
gins of 6-2, 6K3.
opposition coming up. Monday, when
standout on a very
and elbows above the rank and file loch of Pacific. Silva's experience
Doubles
play,
under
way
slowly
football is over, there'll be some fine
For Pacific, the only bright spot
'disappointing Ne
of Far Western gridders. Gleason and defensive dependability earn him
because
of
Thanksgiving
vacation
additions to the squad in the persons was the covering of kicks by Clem
vada team. This
of Fresno, of course, was the spark the first team spot over his teammate,
of Bill Avery, Ed Koehler, "Coun-1 Swagerty, Jack Tulloch and A1 and inclement weather, has resulted
195-lb
ball-toter
plug of the championship Bulldogs who is coupled on the second string
in
only
two
matches
being
decided
on
tryboy" McWilliams, and A1 Soper. Hedges, who smothered Heeb
jtroubled opposing
and
one
of
the
all-time
best
at
the
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SPECIAL LUNCH 15c

Home Made Pies and Calces
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Special This Week—Fresh Dipped Chocolate Creams . . 49c Pound
Jumbo Milk Shakes and
Ice Cream Sodas . . . . 10"

Valley Port Creamery
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LAMBERT'S
201 E. WEBER • Phone 2962W
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